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Aldorlea Crikey! You've got about one week to help save your village from the attack of a deranged
giant and his army of death-wish baddies! Save your people, save Mystrock (the town of the

deathfreeze problem) and head to the center of the world where another crazy giant is trying to
destroy it again. Meet the threats - a stone creature, a killer-clown dinosaur, a ruthless mastermind
who's out to destroy the human race and other little creatures out to destroy your dream. Things

aren't going well with your village - you'll have to play out your destiny with 3 other gamers as you
fight for the lives of your people, for your future and for your personal survival. If you do it right, you

might just have a shot at a second chance. But first you have to get your hands on the most
powerful weapon in the world... How to play? Gameplay Overview In Millennium you are part of the
Aldorlea team, you and your two friends (or co-op mates) have to accomplish quests, battle bosses
and monsters, save strangers, thwart the plans of enemies and more. You do it all with the help of a
special device and the use of items, upgrades and items, potions, guises and... well, you'll know what

they are when you see them. Combat & Quests: Combat and quests are two elements of Aldorlea,
they are two sides of the same story; each is part of the same quest for the one who wants to get

stronger, bigger, faster and stronger and each moment of combat is a new opportunity to get better.
To start a quest, talk to the person on the shoulder of your Arria the Barbarian doll. The conversation
can be done in 3 ways: - Walk up to the person, talk, buy items - Talk only and buy items - Talk and
use items Your choice decides how many items are purchased and what they are (if any). Choose
wisely, because not all items are always useful. In the starting area, you will have to choose your

character (you can start as any of your choice) and equip them with weapons and armor. Armour will
be available from the very start, but weapons - sometimes. Depending on your class and perks you

have (you can level up by achieving 'perks' and use them), you'll be strong enough to start the
quest. Quest Overview:

Millennium 5 - The Battle Of The Millennium Features Key:
Our game has a step-by-step tutorial which will guide you through the controls and introduction, as

well as the mechanics of enemy and objective control and combat AI. Note that the tutorial also
assumes you have used previous LE DU series to create key missions for this game. This tutorial will
teach you those game mechanics using this game's mission outline as a guide. The tutorial will be

extended upon completion of each mission as played.
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We have done our best to incorporate various game skills into the game mechanics to help you
master them before you begin the game. Player Resources will allow you to purchase various tools

and weapons that will help you survive each stage. Each stage will give you a chance to earn money
so that you can buy new survival mechanisms.

With our gameplay outline it is my hope that you will have some idea of where you are going. When
exploring a new area, or replaying the game from time to time you will see repeatable missions.

These missions will allow you to plan out how you will navigate each stage.
All missions can be played within a full game, or when mission will allow it, you can continue a
mission so that your progress does not effect your savegames. Missions can be controlled from

Mission Control or Mission outline menu.

(New) 

Millennium 5 - The Battle of the Millennium Game Preview

Balance:

We have focussed on keeping a good balance between the amount of melee combat and positioning
manipulation in the game. 

Speed:

We have made small changes to the speed controls which is a feature that was requested from the previous
beta version. Character creation has also been tweaked to allow you to create a character right
from the beginning so there is less load time during the game.

Objective controls:
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